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Abstract

Modern Web applications are highly interactive and complex with various chal-
lenges, such as maintaining mutable states and making asynchronous operations,
which need to be addressed. By addressing these challenges, Web applications can
be made easier to develop, maintain and reason about. This thesis presents com-
mon category theory concepts and how they can be used to solve these challenges
by structuring and easing the development of complex Web applications.

The current state and benefits of applying category theory concepts in Web
programming are presented by comparing existing category theory based tools
in multiple programming languages against the challenges along with concrete
examples. Implementations of categorical concepts in the existing tools are com-
pared against the theory. Furthermore, related research about a specific challenge
is presented.

Many of the challenges can be addressed with various monads as they can model
numerous side effects such as DOM manipulations. Researched tools provide
different algebraic data types, which implement abstractions such as functor,
applicative functor and monad from category theory. These abstractions, in turn,
unify several programming languages and libraries. Additionally, they provide
clear semantics and laws to build interactive and complex Web applications, which
are easy to develop and reason about.

Keywords category theory, category, arrow, morphism, composition, monad,
monoid, functor, applicative functor, natural transformation, Web
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Tiivistelmä

Modernit Web-sovellukset ovat interaktiivisia ja monimutkaisia. Ratkaisemalla
Web-ohjelmoinnin haasteita, kuten muuttuvan tilan ylläpito ja asynkronisten
operaatioiden hallinta, Web-ohjelmia voidaan kehittää, ylläpitää ja ymmärtää
helpommin. Tämä diplomityö esittelee yleisiä kategoriateorian konsepteja sekä
niiden hyödyntämistä näiden haasteiden ratkaisemisessa jäsentämällä ja helpot-
tamalla monimutkaisten Web-sovelluksien kehitystä.

Kategoriateorian hyödyt ja nykytila ohjelmoinnissa esitellään konkreettisilla
esimerkeillä sekä tutkimalla kuinka eri ohjelmointikielissä olemassa olevilla
työkaluilla voidaan ratkaista esitettyjä haasteita. Työkalujen kategoriateoriaan
pohjautuvien konseptien toteutuksia verrataan teoriaan. Lisäksi esitellään haas-
teisiin liittyviä aiempia tutkimustuloksia.

Useat esitellyistä haasteista voidaan ratkaista hyödyntämällä erilaisia monade-
ja, joilla voidaan mallintaa lukuisia sivuvaikutuksia kuten DOM-manipulaatioita.
Tutkitut työkalut tarjoavat erilaisia algebrallisia rakenteita, jotka toteuttavat
kategoriateorian abstraktioita kuten funktori, applikatiivifunktori ja monadi. Nä-
mä abstraktiot vuorostaan yhdistävät useita ohjelmointikieliä ja kirjastoja sekä
tarjoavat selkeät rakenteet ja lait helpottamaan monimutkaisten Web-sovellusten
kehittämistä ja ymmärtämistä.

Avainsanat kategoriateoria, kategoria, morfismi, yhdistäminen, monadi, monoidi,
funktori, applikatiivifunktori, luonnollinen muunnos,
Web-ohjelmointi, haasteet, sivuvaikutukset, purescript
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1. Introduction

Category theory, presented by Eilenberg and Mac Lane in 1945, provides

abstract concepts that can model different mathematical structures and

computations [10, 1, 71]. The theory is about modeling different structures

with graphs of arrows and their compositions [47, 10]. Therefore, category

theory concepts can model and compare different structures from various

branches of mathematics such as logic and geometry [1, 10]. Fundamen-

tally, category theory is based on categories, mappings between categories

called functors and mappings between functors known as natural transfor-

mations [1].

Category theory concepts, such as functors and natural transformations,

have been applied to model computations and in programming language

design already in early 80’s by John Reynolds [69, 71]. Later Moggi [52] and

Wadler [81] presented the usage of monads for computations and functional

programming. Recently category theory concepts have been popularized

in functional programming languages and libraries especially in form of

monads. In Web programming, examples of such functional programming

languages and libraries are Folktale [20], Purescript [61] and Elm [12].

Moreover, an algebraic JavaScript specification called Fantasy Land [14]

provides semantics of categorical structures for JavaScript libraries.

Nowadays, Web applications are highly interactive, real-time and com-

plex [2]. Web applications interact asynchronously with multiple parties,

such as server side APIs and user inputs, using various side effects [59, 50].

In client side programming, management of these effects together with

asynchronous and weakly typed nature of JavaScript can be challenging

[23, 30]. Furthermore, JavaScript lacks powerful abstractions, does not

enforce error handling and is difficult to reason about [23, 30].

This thesis studies how category theory concepts can be used to solve com-

mon Web programming challenges, such as managing asynchronous con-
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Introduction

trol flows and errors. Additionally, existing Web programming languages

and libraries based on category theory are researched and compared. Es-

pecially, category theory concepts implemented in the existing tools are

presented and compared against the underlying theory. Advantages and

disadvantages of category theory based solutions for the challenges are

presented and discussed. Moreover, categorical concepts that are used in

other programming areas, but not in Web programming, are considered.

Finally, the availability and impact of category theory based tools in Web

programming is further weighted.

This thesis focuses especially on Web programming and more precisely

to client side programming. The theory part of the thesis covers category

theory concepts used or studied in Web programming. Moreover, only

certain client side Web programming challenges are considered.

The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces

category theory and its concepts commonly used in programming. Section

3 presents how these concepts have been implemented in programming

languages. Section 4 describes common Web programming challenges by

providing a list of requirements that should be taken into account when

developing Web applications. Section 5 evaluates how category theory

concepts can be used to address these challenges by comparing different

approaches categorically. Section 6 discusses the results and finally section

7 presents conclusions.
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2. Category Theory

Category theory provides concepts and a notion to present structures from

an abstract point of view with arrows and compositions [10, 47]. Arrows,

also known as morphisms, can be considered as mappings between abstract

objects [1, 10]. Arrows are often though as functions, therefore function

composition and other structures can be presented with a graph of arrows

as presented later in this section [1]. A category, a functor and a natural

transformation are the foundation upon which the theory builds [74, 1].

Applications of category theory to different branches of mathematics and

computer science have been widely studied with successful results [1, 71].

This section introduces the key concepts of category theory relevant to Web

programming.

2.1 Category

A category is a graph consisting of objects and arrows between the objects

in a category [47, 71]. The structure of an object in a category is not limited

[71]. Each arrow f in a category C have a domain (domf ) and a codomain

(cod f ) operations, which assign each arrow a source object a (domf = a)

and a target object b (cod f = b) [47, 60, 10]. An arrow, its domain and

codomain are presented as follows.

f : a → b, domf, cod f (2.1)

The domain describes the starting object and the codomain describes the

ending object of an arrow in a graph. For each object a in a category C

there exists an identity arrow ida : a → a where doma = a = cod a [47].

Additionally, arrows in a category are composable [71, 47]. For every pair

of arrows f : a → b and g : b → c in a category C where cod f = domg

applies there exists a composite arrow g ◦ f : a → c. The commutative

3



Category Theory

diagram 2.2 illustrates the arrow composition.

a b

c

f

g ◦ f
g (2.2)

Composition of arrows must satisfy associativity and unit laws of a

category [47, 71]. The associativity law requires that a composition of

arrows in a category is associative. Therefore, given arrows f : a → b,

g : b → c and h : c → d their compositions h ◦ (g ◦ f) and (h ◦ g) ◦ f must

equal. The same target object can be reached by using both composition

arrows as presented in the commutative diagram 2.3.

a b

c d

f

g ◦ f
g

h ◦ g

h

(2.3)

The unit law defines that for each arrow f : a → b in a category C identity

arrows ida and idb act as unit values, and thus the following equation 2.4

must apply.

idb ◦ f = f = f ◦ ida (2.4)

The given equation describes left and right identity for an arrow f .

The left identity corresponds to idb ◦ f and the right identity to f ◦ ida

showcased in the commutative diagram 2.5.

a

a b

b

ida
f ◦ ida

f

idb ◦ f idb

(2.5)

The definition of a category does not limit the amount of objects or

arrows in a category and between two objects in a category there can exists

zero or infinite amount of arrows [1]. Arrows sharing the same domain

a and codomain b in a category C belong to the same hom-set denoted

as homC(a, b) [3]. Additionally, objects of a category do not contain any
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information, instead arrows and their compositions describe the category

[71].

A Set is a category where objects are sets and arrows between objects

are total functions, also known as functions, that map elements between

sets [71]. For example, a Set category could contain two objects, sets X

and Y , and some limited amount of arrows between these objects as total

functions mapping every element of X to an element of Y .

An isomorphism is a property of a category [71, 3]. An isomorphism

can be defined with identity arrows and arrow composition. An arrow

f : a → b is an isomorphism if there exists an inverse arrow g : b → a

such that g ◦ f = ida and f ◦ g = idb. An isomorphism is presented in

the commutative diagram 2.6. Moreover, if there exists an isomorphism

f between objects a and b, the objects are isomorphic [71]. Isomorphic

objects are denoted as a ∼= b. Isomorphisms describe a level of equality and

identity arrows in a category are isomorphisms.

a b

f
ida

g

idb

(2.6)

2.2 Functor

Functors are structure preserving morphisms between categories [47, 71].

A functor F : A → B maps each object of a category A an object of a

category B with an object function. Therefore, an object a of the category A

is mapped into an object F a of the category B. Moreover, an arrow function

assigns for each arrow f : a → b in the category A an arrow F f : F a → F b

of the category B such that the following rules 2.7 and 2.8 are fulfilled

when an arrow composition g ◦ f exists in the category A.

F ida = idF a (2.7)

F (g ◦ f) = F g ◦ F f (2.8)

The commutative diagram 2.9 illustrates the mapping of objects and

arrows between categories A and B with a functor F : A → B. The

category A contains three objects a, b and c and arrows f : a → b, g : b → c,

a composition arrow g ◦ f : a → b and identity arrows. Respectively, the

5
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category B consists of objects F a, F b and F c and of arrows F f : F a → F b,

F g : F b → F c, F g ◦ F f : F a → F c and identity arrows.

a F a

c b F b F c

f
g ◦ f

F

ida

F f
F g ◦F f

F ida

idc

g
F

idb

F g

F idb

F idc

(2.9)

In addition to the mapped objects and arrows, the codomain category

of a functor can contain numerous additional objects and arrows [47].

The mapping of identity arrows and compositions enable the structure-

preserving nature of a functor [71]. In the category of categories, called

Cat, objects are categories and functors are arrows between objects [3].

Therefore, functors need to be composable [71, 60, 3]. A functor F : A → B

can be composed with any functor G : B → C where codF = domG. The

result of composing functors F and G is a functor G ◦ F : A → C which

maps every object a of A to G (F a) and every arrow f to G (F f).

A functor H : A → A, where domain and codomain are equal, is called

an endofunctor on A [71, 47]. As an example, a functor L : Set → Set

takes a set to a cartesian product of itself forming a set of finite sets [60].

Therefore, the object function maps each element a in a set to a new set

a × a and the arrow function maps each arrow f : a → b into an arrow

Lf : La → L b. Another useful functor is an identity functor IA : A → A

which maps each object and arrow to itself in a category A [71].

A contravariant functor F : Aop → B is a functor, which reverses each

arrow f : a → b in A resulting into a mapped arrow F f : F b → F a in B

[1, 47]. Moreover, the composition of arrows in A is also reversed, therefore

F (g ◦ f) = F f ◦ F g. On the other hand, a normal functor F : A → B

is called a covariant functor [47]. Additionally, a functor G : A × B → C

that maps pair of objects and arrows from two categories into a category is

called a bifunctor [47]. Therefore, a bifunctor is a mapping of a cartesian

product of two categories into a category. The commutative diagram 2.10

illustrates the mapping of objects with a bifunctor G.

6
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A

a

B

b

C

Ga b

G

G

(2.10)

Furthermore, another form of a functor is a profunctor, also known as

bimodule and distributor, which is a functor F : Bop × A → Set between

categories A and B [4, 58]. A profunctor takes two arguments such that

it is contravariant on the first argument and covariant on the second

argument.

2.3 Natural Transformation

A natural transformation α : F → G is a mapping of two functors F : A →

B and G : A → B, which assigns an arrow αa : F a → Ga of a category

B for each object a of a category A further illustrated in a commutative

diagram 2.11 [47, 71].

A

a

B

F a

Ga

F

G
αa

(2.11)

Additionally, for every arrow f : a → b in A the naturality condition

αb ◦ F f = Gf ◦ αa, in the naturality square 2.12, must commute [3].

7
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F a Ga

F b G b

αa

F f Gf

αb

(2.12)

Moreover, αa is called a component of a natural transformation α at a [47].

A natural transformation α between functors F and G can only exist if both

functors have the same domain and codomain [3]. Similarly to functors,

natural transformations are composable [71]. For natural transformations

α : F → G and β : G → H between functors F,G,H : A → B and for every

object a of A there exists a vertical composition β ◦ α : F → H [71].

(β ◦ α)a = βa ◦ αa (2.13)

Furthermore, a natural transformation α : F → G is called a natural

isomorphism if every component αa in B is invertible, and there exists a

natural transformation β : G → F [47, 3]. The commutative diagram 2.14

presents a natural transformation α : F → G vertically.

A B

F

G

α (2.14)

As an example, given categories A and B and two functors F,G : A → B

there exists a natural transformation α : F → G. The category A is defined

as follows.

x y
f

(2.15)

Similarly the category B is the following graph.

a b c d
s t u (2.16)

The functor F maps the object x of A to a and y to b, whereas the functor

G maps the object x to c and y to d. Additionally, the arrow f of A is

mapped as F f = s and Gf = u, and thus there exists the following

commutative diagram 2.17 with arrows αx and αy assigned by the natural

transformation α.

8
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x a

y b

c

d

F

f
G

αx

s

F

G αy
u

(2.17)

The components αx = t ◦ s and αy = u ◦ t can be deduced from the

category B. The commutative diagram 2.18 presents that the naturality

square commutes and the naturality condition (u ◦ t) ◦ s = u ◦ (t ◦ s)

holds for each arrow f in A.

F x Gx

F y Gy

αx

F f Gf

αy

a c

b d

t ◦ s

s u

u ◦ t

(2.18)

2.4 Applicative Functor

An applicative functor is a lax monoidal functor [48]. A monoidal functor,

in turn, is a functor between monoidal categories and a monoidal category

is a category with a tensor product ⊗ for every pair of objects and a unit

object [3]. Additionally, a monoidal category has natural isomorphisms

a, r and l for defining associativity as well as right and left identity with

the help of tensor product [3]. An applicative functor has to follow functor

and monoidal laws [48]. Moreover, an applicative functor provides pure

and ⊛ operations. A pure computation f can be sequenced with effectful

computations e using pure and ⊛ as described in 2.19 [48].

pure f ⊛ e1 ⊛ ... ⊛ en (2.19)

2.5 Monoid

In abstract algebra, a semigroup is a nonempty set with an associative

binary operation p [3, 35]. A monoid M is a semigroup with a unit element

u in M [3, 35]. The unit element of M is unique and the equation p(u,m) =

9
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m = p(m,u) must hold for every m in M . Therefore, the binary operation

has to be defined for all elements of the set M . For example, a set of natural

numbers N with a binary operation addition (+) and a unit element 0 is

a monoid. Similarly, a set of natural numbers with a binary operation

product (*) and a unit element 1 is also a monoid.

From a categorical viewpoint a monoid M defines a category X contain-

ing one object m [71, 3]. Arrows in the hom-set homX(m,m) form a set,

composition of arrows act as an binary operation and the unit element is

the identity arrow of the object m [71]. All the arrows can be composed

as they all have the same domain and codomain [3]. Thus, categorically

the object m can, for example, present a natural number and arrows in the

hom-set addition functions. Therefore, the identity arrow can be presented

with an addition of 0 and other arrows as addition of x, where x > 0. Natu-

rally, a composition of arrows form a new addition arrow. The commutative

diagram 2.20 presents a monoid M with an object m, an identity arrow

idm and arrows f, g, g ◦ f : m → m from the hom-set homX(m,m).

m

idm

f

g

g ◦ f

(2.20)

2.6 Monad

A monad, also known as a triple, in a category C is an endofunctor T : C →

C and two natural transformations η : IC → T and µ : T 2 → T [47, 52, 3].

The natural transformation η acts as the unit element and the µ acts as the

binary operation of a monad corresponding to a structure of a monoid [3].

The identity functor IC : C → C and the endofunctor T : C → C have the

same domain and codomain thus the natural transformation η : IC → T

can be presented as in the commutative diagram 2.21 [47].

C C

IC

T

η (2.21)

The natural transformation µ : T 2 → T , where T : C → C and T 2,

also known as T ◦ T : C → C, share the same domain and codomain is

10
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presented in the following commutative diagram 2.22.

C C C

T

T 2

T

T

µ

(2.22)

Additionally, the left and right unit laws and the associativity law must

hold for a structure to be a monad [47, 52]. The left unit law requires that

η acts as a unit in a natural transformation µ ◦ (η ◦ T ) : I ◦ T → T . A

notation η ◦ T implies a composition of an identity natural transformation

on T and a natural transformation η [47]. The right unit law similarly

states that η should act as an unit in µ ◦ (T ◦ η) : T ◦ I → T . Therefore,

the following commutative diagram 2.23 of the left and right unit laws

must commute [47].

I ◦ T T 2 T ◦ I

T

η ◦T

µ

T ◦ η

(2.23)

In order to satisfy the associativity law of a monad, natural transforma-

tions µ ◦ (T ◦ µ) : T 3 → T and µ ◦ (µ ◦ T ) : T 3 → T must equal [47, 52].

Thus, the following commutative diagram 2.24 of the associativity law of a

monad must commute [47].

T 3 T 2

T 2 T

µ ◦T

T ◦µ µ

µ

(2.24)

An example monad consists of a covariant powerset endofunctor P and

the natural transformations η and µ [52]. The powerset endofunctor P

maps a set S to a powerset P S and arrows between sets are mapped with

P f to arrows between powersets. The natural transformation η : IS → P

maps every object s to a unit set {s} and µ : P 2 → P is a union function of

sets
⋃
P (S).

11
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2.7 Comonad

A comonad is a dual structure of a monad meaning that a comonad in

a category C represents a monad in a category Cop [1, 47]. Similarly to

the monad, a comonad consists of an endofunctor L : C → C and two

natural transformations ϵ : L → IL and δ : L → L2 known as counit

and comultiplication [1]. Additionally, a comonad has to satisfy unit and

associativity laws [47]. The left and right unit laws require that the

following commutative 2.25 diagram commutes [47].

L

I ◦ L L2 L ◦ I

δ

ϵ ◦L L ◦ ϵ

(2.25)

Moreover, for the natural transformations ϵ and δ the following commu-

tative diagram 2.26 of the associativity law must commute [47].

L L2

L2 L3

δ

δ L ◦ δ

δ ◦L

(2.26)

12



3. Category Theory Concepts in
Programming

The concepts of category theory have been represented in typed program-

ming languages with the help of functions and types [71, 80, 3]. Various

concepts, such as a functor and a monad, can be implemented as type

classes containing functions based on the theory of the concept [43]. A

type class is a constructor that describes a certain structure for a type,

like an interface [44]. Therefore, a type can be made an instance of a type

class. For example, given a type class for a functor, different structures

can be turned into functors by implementing the structure (functions) the

functor type class defines. In weakly typed programming languages, such

as JavaScript, the concepts can be presented with functions [71, 30].

This section describes how the presented category theory concepts relate

to programming and how these concepts can be modeled with types and

functions. Moreover, example type class implementations for category the-

ory concepts are presented with a typed programming languages Haskell

[29] and Purescript [61].

3.1 Category

Categories can be expressed programmatically by using type classes or any

other structure that consists of objects, composable arrows between them

and identity arrows [71, 3]. Additionally, the structure or the instance

of the type class has to satisfy the unit and the associativity laws of a

category [3]. In programming language Haskell, a category is defined as a

type class as follows.

class Category cat where

id :: cat a a

(.) :: cat b c -> cat a b -> cat a c

The id function acts as an identity arrow and the (.) operator as a com-
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position function for arrows. The id is implemented as a no-operation

function and the (.) operator composes two arrows, with a same codomain

and a domain, such that the resulting arrow contains a domain and a

codomain from the composed arrows. Furthermore, a category can be pre-

sented as a 4-tuple containing identity, composition, domain and codomain

functions for an arrow [71]. In programming, a common category is a

category of types where objects are types and arrows are functions between

the types [3]. An isomorphism can be presented with functions and their

compositions [71]. Thus, a function f :: a -> b is an isomorphism if there

exists a function g :: b -> a such that the following is satisfied.

id x = x

g . f = id

f . g = id

3.2 Functor

In programming, a functor can be implemented as a type class with a

map operation for mapping arrows between categories [48, 71]. As arrows

contain information of the domain and the codomain, a functor can be de-

scribed only with arrows [47]. Therefore in programming, the map function

lifts each arrow f of a category A to an arrow map f of a category B [71].

Moreover, the map function has to satisfy the following functor laws [48, 71].

map id = id

map (g . f) = map g . map f

Unfortunately, these laws are not checked by the compiler but instead has

to be proved manually for each type implementing the functor type class

[23]. In Purescript, a functor type class is implemented as follows.

class Functor f where

map :: forall a b. (a -> b) -> f a -> f b

3.3 Natural Transformation

In programming, a natural transformation can be modeled as a function

alpha :: F a -> G a between two functors F and G [71, 3]. Any parametri-

cally polymorphic function, a function which works on any type a, of type

F a -> G a where F and G are functors satisfies the naturality condition [78].
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This is often referred as theorems for free [78, 31]. The naturality condition

can be expressed with equational reasoning by using the functor’s map

function as

alpha . map f = map f . alpha

where f is an arrow and alpha is a natural transformation between functors

[71]. Consider the following example of a natural transformation safeLast

between functors List and Maybe.

safeLast :: [a] -> Maybe a

safeLast [] = Nothing

safeLast x = Just $ last x

The safeLast takes a list and returns the last element of the list wrapped

inside a Maybe functor. If the given list was empty Nothing is returned

otherwise the return value is Just b where the last element of the given

list is b. The safeLast is also an example of a parametrically polymorphic

function in a.

3.4 Applicative Functor

As presented by McBride and Paterson [48], an applicative functor can be

defined such that the pure is implemented with the help of the unit object

and the tensor product of a monoidal functor. Thus, an applicative functor

is a type constructor that extends the functor type constructor by defining

the pure function and the tensor product ⊛ as <*> function. In Haskell, an

applicative functor type class is implemented as follows.

class Functor f => Applicative f where

pure :: a -> f a

(<*>) :: f (a -> b) -> f a -> f b

Moreover, in programming a liftA2 :: (a -> b -> c) -> f a -> f b -> f

c function is defined to lift a binary function to the applicative functor

context similarly as the map function lifts a function to F f [44]. The liftA2

function enables a programmer to combine applicative functors without

applicative style of programming. Therefore, a list of functors can be folded

with the polymorphic liftA2 function.
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3.5 Monoid

The monoid concept has many examples in programming [71]. For example,

types String and List are monoids where concatenations are associative

binary operations p and unit elements u are an empty string and an empty

list, respectively [71, 44]. In typed programming languages, a monoid can

be implemented as a type constructor with an associative binary operation

and a unit element [71]. For example, Purescript implements a monoid as

a type class with the help of a semigroup type class as follows.

class Semigroup a where

append :: a -> a -> a

class Semigroup m => Monoid m where

mempty :: m

The append function corresponds to the associative binary operation p and

the mempty function to the unit element u of a monoid.

3.6 Monad

In programming, a monad can be modeled as an endofunctor with two

natural transformations η and µ [81]. A monad type constructor extends

functor type constructor and implements natural transformations η and

µ with operations known as return and join [33, 44]. Additionally, monad

implementations, e.g., in Haskell and Purescript, define a bind :: m a

-> (a -> m b) -> m b function, with the help of the join and the functor’s

map functions, in order to sequentially compose two embellished functions

[81]. The bind function is also known as >>=, chain, andThen, flatMap in

Haskell, JavaScript [9], Elm and Scala [73], respectively. By following

the categorical definition of a monad, the monad type constructor can be

implemented as follows [33, 81].

class Functor m => Monad m where

return :: a -> m a

join :: m (m a) -> m a

The example extends the functor type class with two functions return and

join. Additionally, a function of type a -> m b is called a Kleisli arrow,

which takes a value and returns an embellished result [33]. Programming

languages, such as Haskell and Purescript, implement a monad by extend-
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ing the applicative functor type constructor which, in turn, extends the

functor type constructor.

3.7 Comonad

Similarly to a monad, a comonad is presented, in Haskell and Purescript,

as a functor with two natural transformations ϵ and δ known as extract

and duplicate. In Haskell, the comonad type class defines the mentioned

natural transformations ϵ and δ as well as an extend function as follows

[56].

class Functor w => Comonad w where

extract :: w a -> a

duplicate :: w a -> w (w a)

extend :: (w a -> b) -> w a -> w b

The extend function can be used to update the contents of a comonad when

provided with a function that is embellished on the input type w a -> b

[75]. Such a function is called a CoKleisli arrow, which produces a result

based on the embellished input [75]. The extend function is a composition

of the natural transformation duplicate and the map function.
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4. Web Programming Challenges

Modern Web applications have become more interactive and complex [2,

49]. Nowadays applications interact with server side APIs, manipulate

DOM and provide more advanced user experiences. Developing large and

highly interactive real-time Web applications can be challenging due to the

dynamic and asynchronous nature of Web, which usually materializes to

poor error handling and complexity of an application [2, 30]. This section

identifies and presents the common challenges in Web programming. The

challenges are gathered to a list of requirements, which need be addressed

in a modern Web application. These challenges are later used to evaluate

categorical concepts in Web programming.

4.1 Asynchronous Nature of the Web

In Web programming, actions such as XMLHttpRequests and DOM ma-

nipulations are usually executed asynchronously [30]. Asynchronous code

can easily become error prone and hard to understand, for example, when

multiple asynchronous requests are executed in a sequence together with

conditional logic of the control flow [38, 51]. Consider the following example

of asynchronous control flow with callbacks.

const showC = id => {

getA(id, (err, a) => {

if (err) getB(id, (err, b) => {

if (err) handleError(err);

else getC(b, (err, c) => {

if (err) handleError(err);

else show(c);

});

})

else getC(a, (err, c) => {
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if (err) handleError(err);

else show(c);

});

});

};

Even a simple control flow with callbacks is hard to follow and maintain.

Additionally, callbacks, as such, are difficult to compose, because error

handling is not enforced in JavaScript [30, 38]. Different solutions such as

Promises, Observables and Futures have been proposed to ease the man-

agement of asynchronous control flows [30, 38]. A modern complex Web

application contains many asynchronous actions, therefore an abstraction

over callbacks is needed.

4.2 Error Handling

In Web programming, the support for error handling is generally poor as

JavaScript is a dynamic and weakly typed language [30]. Moreover, the

error handling is not enforced and most of the programming mistakes can

only be discovered at application runtime [30]. A computation can result

in an undefined value, for example, when taking the first element of an

empty list, which in turn can be passed forward in the computation chain

and cause issues later with the application logic. Therefore, a programmer

should remember to validate input values in every single step of the

computation chain. In JavaScript, exception handling can be used to

address such issues, but throwing an exception in a function is a side

effect that does not need to be catched [50, 30]. Additionally, JavaScript

does not enforce programmers to handle any errors, which occur during

communications with server-side applications. Consider the following

example, which uses the Fetch API [9].

fetch(’/books’)

.then(response => response.json())

.then(showBooks);

The example fetches data from a server-side application and displays the

results using a showBooks function only when the request is successful. The

example is valid JavaScript that can be executed, but it does not handle

any errors such as network outages or HTTP errors.
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4.3 Application State

Modern single page Web applications store application state in order to

provide changes between views without loosing the state of a view [7, 8].

With an application state, a user session can be rewind back and forward

based on the previous state changes [8]. An application state can be

changed from multiple sources such as user actions, server updates or

simply as a result of a continuous function [8]. Moreover, state changes

are often bound to a presentation layer with data binding.

Because of a state, Web applications tend to become complex and hard to

understand as all the actions are tightly coupled with state changes [55].

Even stateless operations, which are indirectly related to a stateful opera-

tion, become more difficult to understand and maintain [55]. Furthermore,

a state makes a program harder to test [5]. A state change is a side effect

and actions triggered by the change are side effects of a side effect [46].

Consider the following simple stateful function getNewCount where variable

count acts as a state.

var count = 0;

const getNewCount = () => {

count = count + 1;

return count;

};

Every time the function getNewCount is called, a different value is returned.

Essentially, stateful functions can behave differently at any point of time.

Functional, reactive and object oriented programming methods, such as

pure functions and encapsulation, have been used to tackle the complexity

created by application state [55, 8]. In Web programming, Elm [12] and

Redux [67] are examples of tools, which can be used to manage application

state.

4.4 Data Presentation

In JavaScript, Document Object Model (DOM) manipulations, without

any abstractions, are cumbersome and laborious [30, 50]. The poor design

of JavaScript’s DOM interface leads into error-prone and repetitive code,

which is difficult to maintain and understand [30]. Consider the following

simple DOM structure.
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<div type="parent"><div>This is a children</div></div>

In order to create such a DOM structure with JavaScript’s DOM interface

multiple steps are required.

const parent = document.createElement(’div’);

parent.setAttribute(’type’, ’parent’);

const child = document.createElement(’div’);

const contents = document.createTextNode(’This is a children’);

child.appendChild(contents);

parent.appendChild(child);

document.body.append(parent);

Even a simple example requires multiple lines and various functions to

memorize. Moreover, a DOM manipulation is a side effect where JavaScript

code is interacting with the outside world [30]. Multiple abstractions such

as data binding [9] and virtual-dom [77] have been developed to ease DOM

manipulations with JavaScript.

4.5 Real-time Interaction

Nowadays, modern Web applications are interactive and provide content,

such as messages, in real time [2, 49]. Although the event driven nature

of the Web, real-time applications are thought to be complex and difficult

to implement with the traditional callback based JavaScript [2]. Events

can appear from multiple sources, such as user actions, server updates

or concurrent sessions, which all need to be composed and operated upon.

Side effects, insufficient abstractions and complexity of a program are the

main reasons for the challenges in real-time Web applications [11, 49].

Different solutions, such as functional reactive programming and dataflow-

based designs, have been proposed to ease the development of real-time

Web applications [2, 49, 8].

4.6 Side Effects

Side effects, such as I/O, global state modifications and communications

with external procedures, are generally thought to be avoided as they

complicate application reasoning and result into impure functions with

external dependencies [59, 27, 50]. Based on Hughes [32], side effects are

a major reason for programming mistakes and they prevent the use of
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referential transparency where variables can be replaced with their values

once they are evaluated. Pure functions are such functions as they always

return the same result with the same parameters [32].

Regardless of the difficulties with side effects they are needed in order to

interact with the outside world [59, 30]. Therefore, the problem turns out

to be an issue with how the side effects are treated. DOM manipulations,

state modifications and server-side communications are examples of side

effects in Web programming, which cannot be always avoided [50]. More-

over, JavaScript does not enforce or guide programmers to treat the side

effects in a certain manner, unlike purely functional languages [30, 32].

4.7 Reusability

Callback based event-driven programming, low level of abstraction and side

effects complicate the reuse of code in Web applications [40]. For example,

functions that modify a certain state are hard to reuse in different contexts.

Programming paradigms such as functional and reactive programming

have been studied, for example, in Arrowlets and Flapjax libraries to im-

prove modularity and reusability of JavaScript code [32, 40, 49]. Moreover,

the reuse of code between JavaScript libraries is challenging without a

common ground.

4.8 Reasoning and Maintainability

Informal reasoning of an complex JavaScript based Web application can

be difficult due to the dynamic and weakly typed nature of JavaScript

[24, 30, 18]. Additionally, side effects, application state and asynchronous

operations even further complicate the reasoning, whereas purely func-

tional languages can provide equational reasoning at the language level

[80, 55]. A function that has multiple dependencies with global variables,

which can vary at any time, is more difficult to understand compared to a

corresponding pure function that has no side effects [32, 59].

Difficulties with application reasoning naturally leads into issues with

code maintenance and further development of the application [18]. There-

fore, poor code quality and development costs are concrete consequences of

unmaintainable code.
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4.9 Requirements

Undoubtedly, modern Web applications encounter some or all the pre-

viously presented challenges during their life cycles. These challenges

can be addressed numerous ways. On the other hand, disregarding them

can cause significant issues with application quality, maintainability and

development costs. Therefore, these challenges form a frame of require-

ments which should be kept in mind during the development phase of an

application. The challenges are listed below.

• Asynchronous nature of the Web

• Error handling

• Application state

• Data presentation

• Real-time interaction

• Side effects

• Reusability

• Reasoning and maintainability

This frame of requirements will be used in the next section to evaluate

the presented category theory concepts in Web programming. Although the

category theory concepts have been and can be used to address different

kind of challenges, this work focuses on how the concepts can be used to

address these requirements.
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Programming

Multiple programming languages and libraries, such as Haskell, Pure-

script, Elm and Ramda [65], have been influenced by category theory

[23, 8, 33]. The usage of category theory concepts in Web programming has

increased with the popularity of functional programming languages and li-

braries such as Purescript, Elm and Folktale. Most of these languages and

libraries provide various algebraic data types, which implement categorical

concepts depending on the use case. Moreover, a category theory based

specification of algebraic structures, called Fantasy Land Specification [14],

has influenced many JavaScript libraries to share a common interface for

categorical structures.

Nowadays, many languages and libraries define various monad struc-

tures that can be used to model different effects such as application state

or error handling [81, 79, 23]. Additionally, programming languages such

as Scala, Purescript, Elm and Idris [34] compile to JavaScript. The recent

ability to compile an arbitrary language into JavaScript has widened the

possibilities to use categorical concepts in Web programming [23].

This section describes how the Web programming challenges presented

in 4.9 can be addressed by using various concepts from category theory.

Influences of the theory in existing languages and libraries, used in Web

programming, are reviewed based on the challenges from a categorical

point of view. Implementations of category theory concepts are compared

with the precise concepts in the theory and possible benefits of unused

concepts are considered.

5.1 Asynchronous Nature of Web

In standard JavaScript, asynchronous operations, such as XMLHttpRe-

quests, are not influenced by category theory [9]. Neither are the pop-
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ular libraries and APIs such as the fetch API. On the other hand, ap-

proaches based on functional programming are a different story. Func-

tional programming languages and libraries model time-based effects,

such as asynchronous operations, with category theory based algebraic

structures [23, 20].

A JavaScript library, Folktale [20], provides an algebraic data type called

Task for asynchronous operations. Task implements semigroup, monoid,

functor, applicative functor and monad concepts. Moreover, it is an alge-

braic data type constructed of types Resolved and Rejected, presenting

a successful or unsuccessful result of a computation, respectively. The

Task algebraic data type is not limited to asynchronous operations, but can

also be used to model any time-based effects such as timeouts or delayed

computations. Task, being a functor, maps values to their future results

and

a Task c a
Task (5.1)

arrows between objects to arrows between future results by lifting a func-

tion with a map :: (a -> b) -> Task c a -> Task c b function. This is illus-

trated categorically in the commutative diagrams 5.1 and 5.2. Therefore,

the Task is a mapping between categories. The c in Task c a describes the

type the task contains when the computation is rejected.

a Task c a

b Task c b

Task

f map f

Task

(5.2)

Composing two asynchronous operations, with the map function, results

into a structure of nested tasks Task c (Task c a). Therefore, the Task

implements monad and applicative functor concepts to enable sequential

composition and parallel execution of time dependent computations. The

monad interface can be used to sequentially compose computations, where

the latter computation depends on the result of the first computation. A

control flow of two dependent XMLHttpRequests is an example of sequen-

tial composition of computations. The monad implementation of the Task

defines the natural transformation η as a of :: a -> Task b a function but

does not expose the natural transformation µ. Instead, the Task provides a

bind function chain :: (a -> Task c b) -> Task c a -> Task c b that is sim-

ilar to Haskell’s bind (>>=). The chain is described in the commutative
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diagram 5.3 in terms of map and join functions where f :: a -> Task c b.

Task c a Task c (Task c b)

Task c b

map f

chain f
join (5.3)

The map and chain operations map arrows to identity arrows when the

operated Task is rejected. In other words, when the Task is rejected

further computations are skipped enabling a control flow that prevents

unnecessary computations to be executed and enforces error handling.

The Task data type can also be used to perform multiple computations

simultaneously with the applicative functor interface. If any of the compu-

tations fail, the entire flow is regarded as rejected. The applicative functor

instance is defined in terms of of and ap :: Task c (a -> b) -> Task c a ->

Task c b functions. The unit element and the binary operation, of a monoid

instance, are implemented as an empty task that never finishes and as a

concat :: Task a b -> Task a b -> Task a b function that concatenates two

tasks to a new task based on which of the tasks finished first.

The following example presents how effects, such as asynchronous opera-

tions, can be presented with categorical concepts by using the Task data

type. Consider a Web based book API and use cases to show book details

and all the publications from the authors of the book. The API endpoints

provide book, author and publication data, which is requested and com-

posed in the client side application. Following functions are defined for

fetching the data.

getBookByIsbn :: String -> Task String Book

getAuthorsByIsbn :: String -> Task String [Author]

getPublicationsByAuthor :: Author -> Task String [Publication]

Rest of the functions compose results and manage the control flow of

asynchronous operations. A function getPublicationsByAuthors fetches pub-

lications when given a list of authors. The function traverses the list

of authors [Author] and turns the list via [Task String [Publication]] into

a Task String [[Publication]] with applicative functor’s pure and ⊛ oper-

ations. Finally, the functor Task String [[Publication]] is mapped into a

Task String [Publication] by lifting a function flatten with functor’s map

operation.

// getPublicationsByAuthors :: [Author] -> Task String [Publication]
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const getPublicationsByAuthors = authors =>

traverse(Task.of, getPublicationsByAuthor, authors)

.map(flatten);

A function getPublications sequentially fetches authors and all publications

from the authors by composing two embellished functions with chain (the

natural transformation µ) from the monad concept.

// getPublications :: String -> Task String [Publication]

const getPublications = isbn =>

getAuthorsByIsbn(isbn)

.chain(getPublicationsByAuthors);

Moreover, a function getBookAndPublications combines the book details and

the publications into a single Task by using the applicative functor instance

to sequence effects. The pure and the ⊛ operations of an applicative functor

are presented with of and ap functions, respectively.

// getBookAndPublications :: String -> Task String Object

const getBookAndPublications = isbn => {

const combine = curry((book, publications) => ({book, publications}));

return Task.of(combine)

.ap(getBookByIsbn(isbn))

.ap(getPublications(isbn));

};

Finally, the composed task is executed and the resolved or rejected result

is printed.

getBookAndPublications(’0-387-98403-8’)

.fork(log, log);

The example showcased an asynchronous control flow with functionalities

of concepts such as functor, natural transformation, applicative functor and

monad. The Folktale’s Task type is not the only algebraic data type, which

can be used to model time-based effects categorically. JavaScript libraries

such as Fluture [19] and monet.js [54] as well as functional programming

languages Elm, Purescript, Idris and Scala implement similar structures

for representing time-based effects in Web programming.

Fluture implements almost an identical algebraic data type, called Fu-

ture, to the Folktale’s Task. Both structures are Fantasy Land Specification

compatible, therefore they share the same interface. In Purescript, an Aff

algebraic data type is used for asynchronous computations [23]. Similarly

to the Task and Future data types, the Aff implements semigroup, monoid,
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functor, applicative functor and monad concepts, but with a few differences.

Whereas the Task and Future implement strictly categorically speaking a

monad-like structure without the natural transformation µ, the Aff monad

implements the µ as join :: forall a m. Bind m => m (m a) -> m a and ad-

ditionally provides a bind operation as bind :: forall a b. m a -> (a -> m

b) -> m b. Therefore, the implementation is a more accurate translation

of a monad from category theory. Moreover, instead of picking the first

succeeding computation in the monoid implementation, the associative

binary operation, append, expects the resulting values from the computa-

tions to be semigroups which are combined with the binary operation of

the result values. Thus, the binary operation can, e.g., combine the results

of two asynchronous operations that produce a number, a string or any

other monoid structure.

Category theory concepts implemented in libraries and languages for

time-based effects are listed in table 5.1 where ×∗ denotes that the monad

implementation is not defining the natural transformation µ.

Language / Structure Semigroup Monoid Functor Applicative Monad
library functor
Folktale Task × × × × ×∗

Purescript Aff × × × × ×
Elm Task × ×∗

Idris JS_IO × × ×
Scala.js Future × ×

Scala.js + cats [6] Future × × × × ×
Fluture Future × × × × ×∗

monet.js IO × × ×
Reflex [68] MonadJSM × × ×

Table 5.1. Category theory concepts implemented by different time-based effect structures

The studied libraries and languages implement similar algebraic data

types for modeling time-based effects that clearly have a correspondence

to the category theory, although only a couple of them mention category

theory in their documentation. On the other hand, libraries and languages

state to be inspired by the previous work in the field of programming,

such as ML, Haskell and Scalaz [61, 12, 54]. Categorical terms such as

functor and monad are widely used across the tools. Even though, the

functional programming language Elm implements various categorical

concepts, these concepts are not mentioned in the documentation at all.

Moreover, Elm’s Task does not implement applicative functor concept but

instead provides a map2 function which is similar to the liftA2 function.

All the presented languages and libraries are influenced by category the-

ory, and thus their structures are similar. Therefore, by understanding

concepts such as functor and monad, a programmer can comprehend how
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asynchronous operations are modeled in different languages and libraries.

5.2 Error Handling

In the standard JavaScript, operations such as taking the first element of

a list and picking a value with a key from an object can cause undefined

results, and a composition of these operations lead to error prone code [30].

Consider the following structure of books

// books :: Object

const books = {

’0-387-98403-8’: { authors: [’Saunders Mac Lane’]},

’0-13-162736-8’: { authors: [] },

’0-19-856861-4’: {}

};

and a composition of choosing a book with an isbn and picking the first

author from the list of authors.

// getFirstAuthor :: Object -> String -> String

const getFirstAuthor = (books, isbn) =>

books[isbn].authors[0].toUpperCase();

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-387-98403-8’);

// => ’SAUNDERS MAC LANE’

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-13-162736-8’);

// => TypeError

The naive implementation of getFirstAuthor function has three design

flaws. Firstly, accessing the book details with an isbn returns undefined

when the books object has no such key and causes an type error when the

property authors is accessed. Secondly, the book details might not contain

authors key that causes another type error when the execution is trying

to access the first element of an undefined. Finally, when the authors is an

empty list or some other structure that returns undefined when the first

element is accessed, the toUpperCase call causes yet another type error in

the execution chain.

Functional programming languages, such as Elm, Purescript, Idris and

Scala, and JavaScript libraries, such as Folktale, Sanctuary [72] and

monet.js, implement category theory based algebraic data types, Maybe

and Either, that model optional values and enforce error handling without

side effects. Additionally, Maybe and Either algebraic data types can model
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compositions of computations that might fail.

The Folktale library defines an algebraic data type, Maybe a, consisting

of types Just a and Nothing implementing functor, applicative functor and

monad concepts. The type, Just a, presents an existing value and the

type Nothing models a missing value. Similarly to the Task, the Maybe type

maps arrows between objects with a map :: (a -> b) -> Maybe a -> Maybe b

function presented in the commutative diagram 5.4.

a Maybe a

b Maybe b

Maybe

f map f

Maybe

(5.4)

Moreover, the Maybe type can be used to compose optional values sequen-

tially with a chain :: (a -> Maybe b) -> Maybe a -> Maybe b function such

that only a Just type can be chained. Thus, if a Maybe a is type of Nothing fur-

ther computations based on this value are not computed as functor maps

all arrows for Nothing into identity arrows, applicative functor regards the

computation as failed and the monadic bind operation acts as an identity

functor. Therefore, the Maybe a structure purely models raising exceptions

by passing the exceptions forward in the computation chain [81].

Reviewing the previous example with Maybe data type demonstrates how

computations that might fail can be modeled and composed with the help

of functor and monad concepts.

// toUpper :: String -> String

const toUpper = str => str.toUpperCase();

// head :: [a] -> Maybe a

const head = list => Maybe.fromNullable(list[0]);

// prop :: String -> Object -> Maybe a

const prop = curry((key, obj) => Maybe.fromNullable(obj[key]));

// getFirstAuthor :: Object -> String -> Maybe String

const getFirstAuthor = (books, isbn) =>

prop(isbn, books)

.chain(prop(’authors’))

.chain(head)

.map(toUpper);

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-387-98403-8’);
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// => Just(’SAUNDERS MAC LANE’)

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-13-162736-8’);

// => Nothing

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-19-856861-4’);

// => Nothing

getFirstAuthor(books, ’invalid’);

// => Nothing

The example above avoids the presented problems with Maybe data type

and category theory concepts as further computations are not executed if

any previous computation resulted into Nothing. Additionally, in order to

use the result value of the computation, the value needs to be extracted

from the Maybe context. This forces a programmer to handle the cases

when the return value is Nothing. The table 5.2 presents category theory

based structures for modeling computations that might fail and values

that might not be present.

Language / Structure Semigroup Monoid Functor Applicative Monad
library functor
Folktale Maybe × × ×∗

Purescript Maybe × × × × ×
Elm Maybe × ×∗

Idris Maybe × × × × ×
Scala.js Option × ×

Scala.js + cats Option × × × × ×
monet.js Maybe × × ×

Sanctuary Maybe × × × × ×

Table 5.2. Category theory concepts implemented by different maybe structures

Purescript implements a monoid for the Maybe data type with an append ::

a -> a -> a binary operation such that Nothing acts as the unit element. The

binary operation can be used when the value inside a Maybe is a semigroup,

for example, applying the binary operation between Just "Saunders" and

Just " Mac Lane" results into Just "Saunders Mac Lane". Appending Just a

and Nothing returns the Just a as Nothing is the unit element. Similarly, the

cats library for Scala defines the same logic for the binary operation of

algebraic data type Option. On the other hand, Idris implements monoid

instance with an binary operation <+>. Instead of applying the binary

operator to the contents of two Maybes, the <+> simply returns the first

succeeding Maybe. Therefore, it provides a way to use the binary operation

for any two Maybes not just for the Maybes containing monoids.

The Maybe data type is insufficient for expressing why the computation

failed and thus many libraries and languages provide a type Either a b

for providing information about the failure. Similarly to the Maybe, Either

is an algebraic data type consisting of types Left and Right for presenting
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information about a failure and a successful value, respectively. The Either

is a bifunctor as it is a mapping of two categories, the failure and successful

values, into a single object illustrated in the commutative diagram 5.5 [61].

a Either a b

b

Either

Either (5.5)

Likewise with the Maybe data type, the Right type of Either is operated

and the Left is regarded as a failed computation by mapping arrows into

identity arrows. Therefore, by changing the head and prop functions from

the previous example into

// head :: [a] -> Either String a

const head = l => l.length > 0

? Right(l[0])

: Left(’Could not pick the first element from an empty list’);

// prop :: String -> Object -> Either String a

const prop = curry((key, o) => has(key, o)

? Right(o[key])

: Left(‘Object has no such key: ${key}‘));

the return values express the reason why the computations failed.

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-387-98403-8’);

// => Right(’SAUNDERS MAC LANE’)

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-13-162736-8’);

// => Left(’Could not pick the first element from an empty list’)

getFirstAuthor(books, ’0-19-856851-4’);

// => Left(’Object has no such key: authors’)

getFirstAuthor(books, ’invalid’);

// => Left(’Object has no such key: invalid’)

Additionally, the Either data type can be used to turn error throwing

functions such as JSON.parse into functions that models errors without side

effects.

const parse = str => {

try {

return Right(JSON.parse(str));

} catch (err) {

return Left(err);

}

};
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parse(’invalid’);

// => Left(’SyntaxError...’);

The table 5.3 presents categorical concepts supported by the Either or

similar data types implemented in Web programming libraries and lan-

guages.

Language / Structure Semigroup Monoid Functor Bifunctor Applicative Monad
library functor
Folktale Either × × × × ×∗

Purescript Either × × × × ×
Elm Result × × ×∗

Idris Either × × ×
Scala.js Either × × ×

Scala.js + cats Either × × × × × ×
monet.js Either × × × ×

Sanctuary Either × × × × ×

Table 5.3. Categorical concepts implemented in Either data types

Moreover, libraries and languages provide natural transformations be-

tween the Maybe and Either functors. For example, in Purescript hush

:: forall a b. Either a b -> Maybe b is a natural transformation from the

Either functor into the Maybe functor such that Left a is mapped into Nothing

and Right b into Just b so that the naturality condition holds. Similarly in

Elm, a function fromMaybe :: a -> Maybe b -> Result a b is a natural trans-

formation from a Maybe b into a Result a b such that the given default

value a is mapped into Err a if the Maybe b is Nothing, otherwise a Just b

is mapped into a Ok b. Additionally, there exists natural transformations

from other functors, such as from the presented Task functor, to Maybe and

Either functors and vice versa.

5.3 Application State

Many functional programming languages and libraries define State data

types to ease the complexity and impurity of an application by passing an

application state from a function to another function [44, 23]. Purescript

provides an algebraic data type, State s a, where the s is the type of state

and the a the result type for modeling a state purely. The State data type

implements functor, applicative functor and monad concepts, which are

used to compose computations, while passing the state of the previous

computations along. In addition to the category theory based concepts,

the State structure provides a way to access and modify the state with

get :: forall s. State s a, put :: forall s. s -> State s Unit and modify

:: forall s. (s -> s) -> State s Unit functions, where get returns the cur-
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rent state, put replaces it and modify changes the current state by given

function. Additionally, State exposes evalState, execState and runState func-

tions for running stateful computation with initial values and for extracting

the result, the state or both, respectively.

Similarly to the presented Task data type, State composes computations

by using functor’s map and monad’s bind functions such that the result is

a single State that can be executed. In the following example, written

in Purescript, the State data type is used to keep track of the amount of

results found across multiple searches.

booksByAuthor :: String -> Array Book

findBooksByAuthor :: String -> State Int (Array Book)

findBooksByAuthor author = do

modify \sum -> sum + (length books)

pure books

where

books = booksByAuthor author

main :: forall e. Eff (console :: CONSOLE | e) Unit

main = do

log $ show $ runState(

map (map toUpper) $

do

s <- findBooksByAuthor "Saunders"

b <- findBooksByAuthor "Burstall"

r <- findBooksByAuthor "Rydeheard"

pure $ concat [s, b, r])

0

The example executes three book searches with author names and stores

the amount of results found into a state. The do-notation composes stateful

computations together with the monad’s bind operation, function toUpper

between objects is lifted with the functor’s map function and the resulting

books are concatenated with the binary operation of the Array monoid. The

State can compose arbitrary amount of stateful computations while keeping

a state between the computations. Therefore, the State data type can also

act as a cache by storing [42]. For example, the results of the previous

searches can be stored to a state and the following subsequent searches

can then access the results from the state.

Moreover, languages and libraries, such as Purescript and Idris, imple-

ment Reader and Writer data types for modeling application state as read
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or write-only structure. Similarly to the State data type, Reader and Writer

types inherit category theory concepts to ease composition of stateful com-

putations such that the state can be accessed or modified in any step of the

chain. As an example, Purescript UI library Halogen [28] internally uses

State data type for handling states of user interface components. Table

5.4 presents State data types and their categorical features in Web pro-

gramming languages and libraries studied in this work. Tables 5.5 and 5.6

present Reader and Writer data types, respectively.

Language / Structure Functor Bifunctor Profunctor Applicative Monad
library functor

Purescript State × × ×
Elm + elm-state [13] State × × ×

Idris State × × ×
Scala.js + cats State × × × × ×

fantasy-states [16] State × × ×∗

Table 5.4. Categorical concepts implemented in State data types

Language / Structure Monoid Functor Profunctor Applicative Monad
library functor

Purescript Reader × × × ×
Idris Reader × × ×

Scala.js + cats Reader × × × ×
fantasy-readers [15] Reader × × ×∗

monet.js Reader × × ×

Table 5.5. Categorical concepts implemented in Reader data types

Language / Structure Monoid Functor Bifunctor Applicative Monad
library functor

Purescript Writer × × ×
Idris Writer × × ×

Scala.js + cats Writer × × × × ×
fantasy-writers [17] Writer × × ×∗

Table 5.6. Categorical concepts implemented in Writer data types

Furthermore, a structure called lenses, also known as functional refer-

ences, has been researched for updating nested structures and managing

stateful computations [37, 21, 56]. A Lens is a structure consisting of a

getter get :: a -> b and a setter set :: a -> b -> a functions for types a

and b obeying the following laws [36, 56].

set a (get a) = a

get (set a b) = b

set (set a b) z = set x z

The getter function can be used to retrieve a value of a substructure such

as an element of a tuple or a field of a record. The setter, in turn, modifies

the given structure (e.g., an element of a list) and returns the modified

structure. Thus, a lens enables a way to manipulate different compound

data structures such as records, lists and tuples in composable manner
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[56]. As presented by O’Connor [56], the lens structure can be represented

as a Store comonad, which is actually a dual to the State monad, or as

a monoidal natural transformation. Additionally, the Store comonad can

be used to model states such that the extract and duplicate functions of a

comonad provide access and transition functionalities to a value of a state

[22].

The combination of lenses together with the State data type enables

compositional setters and getter for nested state structures such as list of

lists [64]. Purescript implements lenses with a support to manipulate state

within the State monad, unlike the most of the client side implementations

of lenses. Even though the use cases of lenses have been studied, the

applications of lenses together with the Web application state is still to be

fully discovered [64, 37].

5.4 Data Presentation

Unlike in previous challenges, there does not exists a single category

theory based data type to solve the clumsiness of data presentation in

Web development. Instead, category theory concepts, such as functors,

have been used together with virtual DOM to ease the DOM manipulation

[28]. The Purescript library Halogen takes advantage of category theory

concepts for building user interfaces [28]. For example, Halogen binds a

state for each UI component such that the state is modeled with State data

type and any state change triggers an update to the presentation layer.

Given a new State, the library creates a new virtual DOM structure that

is compared to the existing presentation to find the appropriate changes

needed. The following example showcases how State monad is used to

update a simple counter user interface component with Halogen.

type State = Int

data Query a = Increase a

| Decrease a

| Reset a

buttons :: forall m. Component HH.HTML Query Unit Void m

buttons = component

{ initialState: const 0

, render

, eval

, receiver: const Nothing
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}

where

render :: State -> ComponentHTML Query

render state = HH.div []

[ HH.button

[ HE.onClick (HE.input_ Increase) ]

[ HH.text "+" ]

, HH.text $ show state

, HH.button

[ HE.onClick (HE.input_ Decrease) ]

[ HH.text "-" ]

, HH.button

[ HE.onClick (HE.input_ Reset)]

[ HH.text "reset" ]

]

eval :: Query ~> ComponentDSL State Query Void m

eval q = case q of

Increase next -> do

modify \state -> state + 1

pure next

Decrease next -> do

modify \state -> state - 1

pure next

Reset next -> do

put 0

pure next

Given a state, the render function constructs a virtual DOM for the

component, which is executed every time the state changes. Buttons in the

virtual DOM trigger Increase, Decrease and Reset queries, which, in turn,

modify component’s state and DOM as a consequence. These queries are

evaluated in eval function which is, actually, a natural transformation

between Query and ComponentDSL functors illustrated with ~>. Moreover,

Halogen models HTML as a bifunctor containing an input and a virtual

DOM tree, which is likewise a bifunctor. Furthermore, given a virtual

DOM, the actual DOM is updated as an asynchronous operation with the

Aff monad.

In addition, the usage of lenses to transform and manipulate DOM, have

been researched by modeling it as a tree [21, 64]. A leaf of a DOM tree

can be accessed bi-directionally with lens combinators, which enables a

way to modify the presented data [21]. Rajkumar et al. [64] presented,
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Formlenses, as monoidal functors to view and manipulate HTML forms

with lenses while providing composability of forms together with clear

semantics. With lenses, a structure can be transformed into a completely

new structure and back to the original structure [64]. Moreover, Purescript

Optic UI library [57] presents a more modern view of manipulating DOM

with lenses in the client side code. The Optic UI provides a composable way

to transform virtual DOM with the help of lenses, whereas the previous

studies manipulated DOM in backend applications. Instead of having a

local state for each user interface component, the Optic UI library defines

a single state containing component states. Components manage their own

state with lenses which, in turn, trigger updates to the presentation layer.

Several libraries and languages, e.g., Ramda [65] and purescript-profunctor-

lenses [63], implement lenses that can be used for data presentation in

Web programming. Overall, data presentation in Web programming is

a combination of multiple concepts and tools. Nowadays, many user in-

terface libraries, such as Elm and React [66], model applications through

components and states, therefore a study of composable stateful categorical

components for Web could yield further improvements to the current mod-

els. Furthermore, Freeman [22] studied different comonad structures, such

as Store and Cofree, for modeling user interfaces as states and views. As a

result, the Store comonad provides a way to model states, user triggered

transitions between the states and functions from various states to user

interface views.

5.5 Real-time Interaction

Functional reactive programming concepts, such as discrete values called

events (also refered as a stream of values), and time varying values, called

behaviors (also known as signals), have been researched in order to model

real-time interactions [11, 2]. Furthermore, categorical concepts such as

monads, comonads and applicative functors have been applied with events

and time varying values of functional reactive programming [45, 76]. A

popular approach in reactive Web programming is to model computations

of real-time values with functors and monads. For example, a Purescript

behaviors library [62] provides categorical concepts for behaviors and

events and a monadic stream library Most.js [53] models streams with

concepts such as functor and monad. The following example presents the

usage of functor and applicative functor structures in an event stream
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based count down program. The example is written in Purescript and uses

the Purescript behaviors library.

countEverySecond :: Event Int

countEverySecond = count $ interval 1000

down :: Int -> Event Int -> Event Int

down n seconds = (\x -> n - x) <$> seconds

countdown :: Int -> Event (Tuple Int String)

countdown n = filter positive $

pure toText <*> down n countEverySecond

where

positive (Tuple x y) = x > -1

toText 2 = Tuple 2 "Ready"

toText 1 = Tuple 1 "Steady"

toText 0 = Tuple 0 "GO!"

toText x = Tuple x ""

main = subscribe

(countdown 6)

\t -> log $ (show $ fst t) <> " " <> (snd t)

In the example, a stream of numbers, called countEverySecond, is mapped

with the functor’s map function into a count down, which is later composed

into a single stream of type Event (Tuple Int String) with the applicative

functor. Finally, the main function prints a number with an possible excla-

mation every second. The Event endofunctor’s map function simply maps

each value in an event stream into another value within the same cate-

gory. Moreover, the applicative functor interface sequences events from

multiple streams by taking the latest event from each stream when any

composed stream yields a new value. Furthermore, the Event data type is a

semigroup and a monoid when the event type is a semigroup or a monoid,

respectively. Many functional reactive programming libraries implement

similar structures for event streams. The table 5.7 presents and compares

different structures to model real-time interactions categorically in Web

programming.

The Observable structure of RxJS, implements categorical concepts, such

as functor and monad, even though these concepts are not acknowledged

in its documentation. Therefore, it should not be taken for granted that

the Observable structure will obey the laws of each concept in the future.

Additionally, Uustaulu et al. [75] presented a stream as a comonad
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Language / Structure Semigroup Monoid Functor Applicative Monad
library functor
Folktale Stream × × × × ×

purescript-behaviors Event/Behavior × × × ×
Most.js Stream × × × × ×

Idris Stream × × ×
Scala.js + cats Stream × × × × ×

Kefir.js [39] Observable × × × × ×
RxJS [70] Observable × × × ×

Table 5.7. Category theory concepts implemented by different stream structures

for context dependent computations. The stream can be presented as a

recursive cons list, which implements the Comonad type class as follows.

data Stream a = Cons a (Stream a)

The type variable a presents the first element of a stream and the (Stream

a) tail of the stream. The structure is infinite as the tail is always a

stream. The natural transformations ϵ and δ, defined for a comonad,

can be implemented for the Stream data type with extract and duplicate

functions as follows.

duplicate :: forall a. Stream a -> Stream (Stream a)

duplicate (Cons a as) = Cons (Cons a as) (duplicate as)

instance functorStream :: Functor Stream where

map :: forall a b. (a -> b) -> Stream a -> Stream b

map f (Cons a as) = Cons (f a) (map f as)

instance extendStream :: Extend Stream where

extend :: forall a b. (Stream a -> b) -> Stream a -> Stream b

extend f = map f <<< duplicate

instance comonadStream :: Comonad Stream where

extract :: forall a. Stream a -> a

extract (Cons a _) = a

A CoKleisli arrow Stream a -> b can be used, for example, to extract n

elements from a stream by defining a recursive take function.

take :: forall a. Int -> Stream a -> Array a

take 0 _ = []

take n (Cons a as) = append [a] (take (n-1) as)

Finally, a stream can be turned into a new stream with any CoKleisli

arrow of type Stream a -> b and the extend operation [75]. For example, a

toPairs function transforms a stream into a new stream of elements where

each element is a pair of the last two elements of the stream in an array.
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toPairs :: forall a. Stream a -> Stream (Array a)

toPairs = extend (take 2)

Other transformation examples are drop and sum CoKleisli arrows, which

drop or sum n events from a stream. The presented Stream implementation

could be extended to implement applicative functor and monoid type classes

to enable a way to combine events from multiple streams. Although the

comonad concept have been studied and used in Haskell streams [41],

popular Web programming stream implementations have not adapted the

comonad concept for streams.

5.6 Side Effects

As presented by Wadler [81], various monads can be used to purely model

impure side effects such as state modifications and IO operations. Many

of the presented monads, such as identity, exception and state monad,

have had a notable effect in Web language and library design [23, 46].

For example, Purescript defines all of the mentioned monads at language

level [23]. The previously presented monads, such as Task and State

monad, already present side effectful computations in addition to their

specific nature. The following list presents examples of side effects in Web

programming together with categorical structures that have been used to

model them.

Web specific IO

Numerous presented libraries and languages, such as Folktale, Cats and

Idris, provide an IO monad to represent operations such as printing to

a console or manipulating browser’s local storage [23, 34]. Furthermore,

DOM manipulations are often modeled with Eff and Aff monads in Pure-

script and in Idris with JS_IO monad [23, 28]. Asynchronous HTTP requests,

in turn, can be represented with various monads as presented in 5.1.

Exceptions

The Either monad, present in various functional programming libraries

and languages, provides abstractions to encase native exceptions into

the Either context [20, 72, 23, 34]. Similarly, the Eff and JS_IO monads

encapsulates JavaScript exceptions [23, 34].
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Mutable state

Wadler [81] presented how the State monad can be used to model impure

effects such as updating a global counter. In Web programming, various

languages and libraries provide a State monad as presented in section

5.3. Although monads have been widely used to model state related side

effects in Web programming, recent studies of comonads have provided

alternative abstractions to model mutable states [22, 56].

Overall, a monad is a popular categorical abstraction to model various

side effects in Web programming. In pure functional languages, such as

Purescript and Idris, monads play important role because all the side

effects are modeled with monads [23, 34]. In contrast, other category

theory concepts are not widely used to model side effects in the previously

presented languages and libraries.

5.7 Reusability

The usage of category theory concepts in programming has enabled mod-

ular polymorphic functions that can be used with various abstractions

[33]. As an example, Wadler [80] demonstrated that monads enhance

modularity with simple interpreters. Category theory concepts have well

defined structures and laws, therefore many languages and libraries pro-

vide polymorphic auxiliary functions that can be used, for example, with

any structure that implements a monad. In Web programming, Purescript,

Ramda and Sanctuary are examples of tools, which provide polymorphic

functions that can be used with multiple structures. For example, Pure-

script provides a

sequence :: forall a m t. Traversable t => Applicative m =>

t (m a) -> m (t a)

function, which can be used to turn any traversable structure t contain-

ing applicative functors (m a) into an applicative functor m containing a

traversable structure of values (t a). Consider a user interface with three

input fields which are all required to be filled. The value of each input field

might or might not exist, and thus the values are modeled with the Maybe

data type. As the Maybe data type, in Purescript, implements applicative

functor and an array is a traversable structure, the values of the fields can

be collected with the presented sequence function as follows.

sequence [Just 1, Just 2, Just 3]
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// => Just [1,2,3]

sequence [Just 1, Nothing, Just 3]

// => Nothing

The same sequence function also works for any other applicative functor

(even for asynchronous effects) inside any traversable structure. The

following example showcases sequencing of the Either applicative functor

and a traversable structure List.

sequence $ Cons (Right 1) (Cons (Right 2) (Cons (Right 3) Nil))

// => Right (1 : 2 : 3 : Nil)

sequence $ Cons (Right 1) (Cons (Right 2) (Cons (Left "Missing a value")

Nil))

// => Left "Missing a value"

The sequence function is not the only polymorphic function that can be used

with any applicative functor in Purescript, e.g.,

traverse :: forall a b m t. Traversable t => Applicative m =>

(a -> m b) -> t a -> m (t b)

when :: forall m. Applicative m => Boolean -> m Unit -> m Unit

liftA2 :: forall a b c f. Applicative f =>

(a -> b -> c) -> f a -> f b -> f c

functions work for any applicative functor. Similarly, reusable polymorphic

functions can be defined for other category theory based abstractions, such

as functors, monoids and monads, because of their well-defined semantics

and laws [33]. For example, instead of writing a simple concatAll function

that concatenates all the elements in an array as follows.

(++) :: Array a -> Array a -> Array a

concatAll :: Array (Array Int) -> Array Int

concatAll = foldl (++) []

concatAll [[1,2],[3,4]]

// => [1,2,3,4]

The same function can be made compatible with all monoids and foldable

structures with the binary operation <> and the unit value mempty of a

monoid. Instead of expecting an Array of Arrays, the new function expects a

foldable structure containing monoids.

concatAll :: forall f m. Foldable f => Monoid m => f m -> m
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concatAll = foldl (<>) mempty

concatAll [[1,2],[3,4]]

// => [1,2,3,4]

concatAll ["foo", " ", "bar"]

// => "foo bar"

concatAll $ Cons (Just "abc") (Cons (Just "def") Nil)

// => Just "abcdef"

The new concatAll function can be reused to concatenate any traversable

structure of monoids. Similar functions can be written for every functor

and monad. As an example, Purescripts do notation can be used with any

monad [23]. Therefore, implementing monoid, functor, applicative func-

tor or monad instances for a data type automatically enables numerous

auxiliary functions [46]. In addition to the auxiliary functions, the compo-

sitional nature of a monad enables the reuse of existing functionalities in

an application [46]. A simple computation, such as asynchronous request

can be modeled with a monad and composed with other computations

resulting into reusable computations. Jones and Wadler [59] presented a

composable IO monad that can be used to build programs by composing

smaller programs. Therefore, not only auxiliary functions can be reused,

but also programs can be modeled as reusable components. Consider a

simple case where a program is a composition of two programs where one

prints ’hello’ and the other ’world’. Later, these programs can be separated

and composed with any other IO monad.

Moreover, Liang et al. [43] introduced how monad transformers can

be used to create modular interpreters. A monad transformer can trans-

form any monad into another monad such that the new monad contains

functionalities of both monads. For example, a State monad transformer

type StateT s m a = s -> m (s, a)

can extend any monad to have its functionalities. Although monad trans-

formers are popular in Haskell, they are still not common in Web program-

ming languages and libraries.

5.8 Reasoning and Maintainability

The laws of category theory concepts provide a way to reason about pro-

grams [81, 26, 79]. For example, the functor laws and the naturality
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condition can be used to do equational reasoning (substituting equals for

equals) to proof equality or refactor application code [79]. Given a definition

of the naturality condition, where alpha is a natural transformation,

alpha ◦ map f = map f ◦ alpha (5.6)

consider the presented safeLast :: forall a. Array a -> Maybe a natural trans-

formation between Array and Maybe functors. The following simple function

getLastAuthor returns the last element of a list, where <<< is a function

composition.

getLastAuthor :: Array String -> Maybe String

getLastAuthor = safeLast <<< map toUpper

getLastAuthor ["Wadler", "Eilenberg", "Mac Lane"]

// => "MAC LANE"

Calling the getLastAuthor function with a list of strings is inefficient in

languages with eager evaluation, as it applies the toUpper function to each

element of the list although only the last element is returned. By following

the naturality condition, the getLastAuthor can be rewritten such that it

produces the same output while the toUpper function is applied only to the

last element as follows.

getLastAuthor :: Array String -> Maybe String

getLastAuthor = map toUpper <<< safeLast

getLastAuthor ["Wadler", "Eilenberg", "Mac Lane"]

// => "MAC LANE"

Therefore, the equational reasoning can be derived from the natural condi-

tion safeLast <<< map toUpper = map toUpper <<< safeLast presented visually

in 5.7.

Array a Maybe a

Array b Maybe b

safeLast

map toUpper map toUpper

safeLast

(5.7)

Similarly, functor laws and properties, as described in section 2, enable

similar reasoning, therefore refactoring can be deduced for mapping of

categories presented in 5.8 [26].
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a F a

b F b

F

f map f

F

(5.8)

map f <<< F = F <<< f

Likewise, category theory concepts, such as applicative functors, monads

and comonads, can be used to reason about programs [26, 75]. For example,

monads provide a convenient way to model effects, such as asynchronous

computations and mutable state, but they also provide a general framework

for reasoning [52]. Additionally a function that depends on global variables,

complicate application reasoning as the global variables can be modified

in multiple phases of a program [32]. Pure functions that only operate on

input variables are easier to reason about, but can result into cumbersome

code where data is transported between functions [81]. Monads can ease

the data transportations between computations and make programs easier

to comprehend by providing a way to reason about effectful actions with

equational reasoning [81, 25, 79]. For example, they can be used to reason

about applications that modify internal state. Moreover, Elliot and Hudak

[11] presented semantics to reason about real-time events before they occur

using events and behaviors. Clear semantics and laws of category theory

concepts, help programmers to reason about various programs, including

Web programs, which naturally enhances the maintainability of a program.
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All the category theory based Web programming libraries and languages,

presented in this thesis, are similar due to the common theory behind

them. Therefore, learning one of them will automatically provide a good

intuition about the other tools. For example, sequencing computations,

that might fail, with a Maybe monad can be achieved almost identically

with Purescript, Elm and Folktale. The following example, composes

computations by using the Maybe monad with each tool, respectively. In the

example, head :: [a] -> Maybe a is a natural transformation between List

and Maybe functors.

getFirstElement :: forall a. Array (Array (Array a)) -> Maybe a

getFirstElement xs = head xs

>>= head

>>= head

getFirstElement : List (List (List a)) -> Maybe a

getFirstElement xs = head xs

|> andThen head

|> andThen head

// getFirstElement :: [[[a]]] -> Maybe a

const getFirstElement = xs => head(xs)

.chain(head)

.chain(head);

In addition to the similarities of sequencing effectful computations, also

other monadic algebraic data types, such as State and Either monads,

work the same way even though they are designed for different use cases.

Most of the algebraic data types implement at least the functor and monad

concepts. The implementations in various tools contain small differences,

i.e., the implementation of the monoid concept in the Maybe data types
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varies. Overall, the implementations are mostly alike. Consequently, the

learning curve between category theory based libraries and languages is

reasonably gentle. Unfortunately, the same cannot be stated about learn-

ing category theory based programming from a scratch. Although category

theory concepts are reasonably simple, programmers who are unfamiliar

with them tend to struggle with different categorical concepts such as

monads. Essentially, understanding monads require foreknowledge about

endofunctors, natural transformations, categories and their laws. More-

over, the wide use of monads compared to the other concepts of category

theory, has lead to a situation where programmers tend to try comprehend

monads before having this foreknowledge. However, programmers might

not need to fully understand what a monad is to be able to use them, i.e.,

many algebraic data types in Elm are monads even though the official doc-

umentation of these types does not mention monads at all. Nevertheless,

in order to ease the learning curve and to showcase the benefits of this

type of programming for Web programmers, more beginner friendly guides

and knowledge share needs to exist.

The recent popularity of the Fantasy Land specification has improved

visibility of category theory based concepts such as the functor and monad.

Additionally, the specification has unified many Web programming libraries

to use a common interface for various structures. However, the specifi-

cation does not guide programmers to proper category theory learning

resources or even mention the theory. Furthermore, many libraries claim

to implement functor, applicative functor, monad, etc. concepts but hardly

point programmers to the proofs of categorical laws the structure should im-

plement. One solution is to have category theory concepts, such as functor

and monad, defined at a language level as in Purescript and Idris. Ulti-

mately, a complier should be able to verify that a structure implementing,

for example, a monad type class, fulfills the monad laws. Unfortunately,

none of the Web programming languages support this yet, therefore it

is programmer’s responsibility to check that the laws of category theory

concepts for a structure are fulfilled.

As presented in section 5, monads are widely used to solve different kind

of challenges in Web programming, but is that all category theory has

to offer? Only recently, use cases of contravariant functors, profunctors

and comonads in Web programming have been researched [22, 63]. Espe-

cially, the use of comonads are anticipated to model different scenarios

in Web programming such as states and user interfaces. As a result, the
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required knowledge of category theory increases, which further steepens

the learning curve of category theory based programming. Furthermore,

many categorical solutions to the presented challenges, such as State and

IO monads, are inherited from other programming languages such as

Haskell. These solutions are not only valid in Web programming, but also

in other areas of programming. On the other hand, the popularity of Web

programming together with category theory based programming, might

reveal new categorical structures that can be used to model different user

interfaces.

From the reviewed libraries and languages, Purescript turned out to

be the most promising for applying category theory in Web programming.

The language provides type classes for many category theory based con-

cepts such as functor, monad and comonad [61]. Moreover, type classes

and implementations can be found even for less used categorical concepts,

e.g., profunctors and contravariant functors. Additionally, being a purely

functional language, Purescript, encourages to write libraries that take

advantage of category theory concepts, for example, the presented library

Halogen heavily uses category theory concepts for building user interfaces.

Purescript and its libraries provide categorical data types and tools, such

as the Either type and equational reasoning, which can be used to solve

each Web programming challenge studied in this thesis. From the reviewed

JavaScript libraries, Folktale, stands out by providing various categorical

algebraic data types which can be used to address most of the presented

Web programming challenges. Similarly to algebraic data types in Pure-

script, Folktale data types implement numerous category theory concepts

such as the bifunctor, applicative functor and monad. The library can be

integrated to existing JavaScript based application with ease, whereas

integration of Purescript, and other languages that compile to JavaScript,

is more difficult.

Overall, category theory provides powerful ways to work with effectful

computations in Web programming. Well defined laws and the abstract

nature of concepts are a good fit for programming in general. In Web pro-

gramming, different kind of effects are essential for a program to be useful.

Concepts, such as the monad and applicative functor, can be used to model

these effects and they offer common abstractions for different Web pro-

gramming challenges while enabling modular and reusable utilities. Clear

semantics and laws of category theory help programmers to reason about

effects and Web applications in general. Moreover, all the concepts pre-
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sented can be visualized with graphs to enforce reasoning of an application.

Not only is category theory a good fit to languages with strong types, where

objects are presented with types and arrows as functions between them,

it is also a great fit for Web applications, which manage various effects.

On the other hand, the more category theory concepts are introduced to

Web programming, the steeper the learning curve becomes. Although the

concepts are rather simple, they are not the best or the simplest solution

for every problem. For example, for an simple Web application that only

prints a single line, an IO monad would not bring many benefits. Only

after the application contains multiple dependent effects the benefits of

monads come into play. Additionally, category theory based programming,

approaches the presented challenges from a different perspective compared

to current mainstream tools. Therefore, these abstractions can feel obscure

to the beginners.

Overall, category theory provides various abstractions to address the

requirements presented in this thesis. These abstractions have been imple-

mented in multiple programming languages, which presents the generality

of the concepts. Nowadays, numerous libraries and languages provide

abstractions to apply category theory in Web programming. Even though

this thesis focused on Web programming, the presented abstractions are

not limited only to the Web programming.

The popularity of category theory, in Web programming, mainly follows

the popularity of functional programming, because many concepts of todays

functional programming are inherited from category theory. Additionally,

languages and libraries, such as Elm and RxJS, contain concepts from cat-

egory theory even though the connection to the theory is not acknowledged.

Furthermore, the ability to compile a program written in an arbitrary

programming language, such that it can be executed in a browser, has no-

tably improved the popularity of category theory. In addition to compiling

languages to JavaScript, an ability to compile programs into WebAssem-

bly [82] format can broaden programming language options for applying

category theory in future.
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Category theory concepts provide powerful abstractions with clear seman-

tics to model various challenges in Web programming. These abstractions

help programmers to build Web applications that are easy to reason about

and maintain. In Web programming, functional programming languages

and libraries incorporate various category theory concepts, e.g., the functor

and monad. This thesis presented and compared several programming

languages and JavaScript libraries for applying category theory concepts

in Web programming. Many of them provide algebraic data types, such

as Task and Maybe, which implement several categorical concepts and

can be used to address different Web programming challenges. These

languages and libraries are alike because they reuse discovered categorical

abstractions rather than invent new ones, unlike many JavaScript libraries

that reinvent ways to present similar structures. Most of the presented

challenges have been addressed with various monads, but also use cases

for less used concepts, such as profunctors, contravariant functors and

comonads, are being researched. Nowadays, programmers have numerous

options for applying category theory in Web programming. From these,

especially Purescript, stood out as a promising programming language

to model side effects and address various Web programming challenges

with numerous categorical concepts. Purescript provides these concepts as

type classes, whereas in weakly typed JavaScript many libraries follow a

common specification of the concepts.

A potential future work could focus on how categorical semantics and

laws can be used more efficiently during the development and compila-

tion phase of a program. Additionally, use cases of other category theory

concepts such as adjoints, Kan extensions and different categories in Web

programming require further research. Moreover, applications of category

theory concepts in numerous Web programming areas, such as user in-
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terfaces and real-time interactions, are still to be fully discovered. Even

though only a handful of concepts have been applied in Web programming,

the future of category theory based Web programming is bright.
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